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ABSTRACT

HMD

Walking is usually considered the most natural form for selfmotion in a virtual environment (VE). However, the confined
physical workspace of typical virtual reality (VR) labs often prevents natural exploration of larger VEs. Redirected
walking has been introduced as a potential solution to this
restriction, but corresponding techniques often induce enormous manipulations if the workspace is considerably small
and lacks natural experiences therefore.
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In this poster we propose the Safe-&-Round user interface,
which supports natural walking in a potentially infinite virtual scene while confined to a considerably restricted physical workspace. This virtual locomotion technique relies on a
safety volume, which is displayed as a semi-transparent halfcapsule, inside which the user can walk without manipulations caused by redirected walking.
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Figure 1. User exploring a VE using the Safe-&-Round interface. Illustrations show the safety area and the redirected walking path. The inset
shows the user’s view with a visual barrier to his right side preventing
him from physical collisions.
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them and start to apply camera rotations to guide them on the
path that leads around the inner safety area (see Figure 1).
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After users transitioned onto the redirected walking path, visual cues in the form of a virtual barrier [1] are used to inform users that this path is located close to the boundaries of
the workspace, which prevents collisions with physical obstacles in the real world. The redirected walking path leads
around the circular safety area, creating a circular path with
the maximum possible radius in the physical workspace [2],
thus providing a near-constant and predictable magnitude of
manipulations.
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SAFE-&-ROUND USER INTERFACE

When walking through a VE we distinguish between three
stages in the Safe-&-Round user interface (see Figure 1):
(i) walking in the safe inner region, (ii) redirected walking
around the outer path, and (iii) a transition between these two
stages.

Once users come close to an object of interest in the VE, we
determine the remaining visual distance during walking and
slowly start reorienting the user such that the region of interest falls into the safety region once the user reaches the target.
The user then can perform tasks within the virtual workspace
at the new location.

A user can freely walk within the safe inner region where
movements match between the real and virtual space. The
boundaries of the workspace are represented by a semitransparent half-capsule. When approaching the boundaries
of the safe inner region, the opacity of the barrier increases to
inform users that they are about to enter the redirected walking path. Once the user walks through the semi-transparent
barrier, we compute the minimum angle necessary to reorient
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